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Temporary use promotes Amsterdam North,
attracts people - it is a very positive
support to what is happening here. 
Willem van Leuven, April 2003



platform for temporar y use
concept proposal

I_ introduction

The temporary use of available spaces and sites on the Northern Banks of the IJ will be a pioneer of
the future urban development. In this process, it acts as a catalyst of change in the transformation
from redundant industrial terrains to a dynamic urban area.

The redevelopment along the Northern Banks of the IJ, in Amsterdam North, is of a vast scale and has
a long redevelopment period. The area is since the early 1980s in transition from an industrial use
toward an urban environment for working and living, functions that will gradually come in until the
year 2030.

One necessity becomes more and more apparent in this transition process: is it possible to introduce a
'beneficial virus' into this time-gap, in a the form of a ‘temporary city’ – a pioneering of the empty
land and buildings, that can go in front of the main developments and weave as a more spontaneous
process into the masterplan.

Temporary use gives a possibility of programming outside of the conventional because a lot of tight
rules and regulations can be worked around. It is also a possibility to work outside of the average
production, for a unique oportunity. In Amsterdam North, temporary uses can test the urban ground,
as in a try-out city.

II_ the Urban Catalyst research in Amsterdam North

Urban Catalyst is a EU research project on new strategies for the (re)development of urban residual
areas in European metropolises. Over the past 2 years, Urban Catalyst formed an exchange among 5
European cities (Berlin, Vienna, Helsinki, Naples and Amsterdam), set on the following premises:

‘Centrally located residual areas are increasingly important to the urban development of European
cities. Revitalising these wastelands is often economically and politically difficult. Yet numerous
unplanned uses emerge in these areas which often evolve into intensively used public and semi-public
spaces, and become the starting point for new service and media enterprises. These unplanned uses
are based on informal economies outside of traditional city planning and project development. Even
though they offer great potential for urban and economic development as well as social integration
and stabilisation, they are often displaced after a short period of time. The goal of Urban Catalyst is
to examine strategies for temporary use and to develop instruments and methods that absorb its
potential into contemporary city management and urban design. ‘

In the context of Amsterdam North, we see Urban Catalyst as a platform that enables the experiences
from these 5 European cities to be reinvested in the ongoing process of dynamic planning and
development in Amsterdam, which is only in its early phases.  

We understand the scope of this research not just for the northern district of the city, but see its
impact on the larger context of Amsterdam: the processes that can be put in motion with temporary
use will be relevant for the culture and economy of the city of Amsterdam as a whole.

 



It is interesting about the Northern IJ Banks
that we propose a Master plan with no end
goal. That makes it is different from other
plans like for instance the Eastern Docklands
(Oostelijk Havengebied). Here, we have no
final image. In that way, temporary use will
be not that temporary any more, but can
influence the way the plan looks in the end.
Temporary use would be gone after a while, but
it would have its influence, and that is the
interesting way to look at it. 
Pieter Klomp, March 2003



III_ Nor thern IJ  bank:  WHY temporar y use?

In Amsterdam North it is the Municipality, as the main player in the urban restructuring of former
industrial area, with an open mind for new ideas end efforts in the realm of planning and city-
making, that can trigger the development in the desired direction, but also that can deal flexibly with
the high dynamics of changes in the process. 
The Municipality takes a constructive stance towards temporary uses. It is in need of pioneering forces
in this area; people and programs that take roughness of the site not as a burden, but rather as an
opportunity and source of inspiration - and contribute to the mix of cultural, working and residential
activities in the area. The Municipality is the owner of most of the land on the Northern Banks, by
which it is also making the key decisions and leading the development in the area; It is in a position
to activate and help facilitate temporary use projects. 

For the re-development process until 2030 on the Northern Banks, a Master plan (for the larger area)
is currently underway. During this process, temporary programs can, weave into the structure of
the Master plan and strengthen it. Temporary and permanent programs can complement each
other. The process of development has a large scale, with many uncertainties and changing timelines
of development. Temporary use can bridge gaps in use in the development trajectory and respond
flexibly to the dynamics of development of each specific area/site. 

With already an articulated need for pioneering programs in t he area, the Municipality has several
motives to involve temporary use:

- bringing the people in, filling the time-gap
There will be a significant time gap in use of land and buildings across the Northern Banks of IJ. The
‘permanent’ development is paced over 3 decades, during which the change of land use from an
industrial function towards varied urban program depends on lengthy operations (including legal
procedures and sanitation of land, for instance), which can take years. 
In the meantime, the absence of urban activity not only fails to produce a spin-of, but also brings
further hesitation to the development - lot of space lying and waiting vacant, sends-out an
unattractive message. This leaves an urge to increase the dynamics and animate this waiting period
with provisional program.

- bypassing the market stagnation in a difficult economic situation
Given the rapturous situations of an unstable market on a long development horizon, with temporary
use the predefined development timeline can be more flexibly treated and buffered. For instance,
with the current market crisis experienced in Amsterdam and in Amsterdam North, the outlook for
temporary use grows significantly.

- positive aspects of temporary use in respect to regulations
Temporary use helps to go around various obstacles by softening the barrier of regulations, or using a
lighter regime of rules, such as temporary construction permits. In such a way, urban programs, such
as housing or commerce, can be brought in to help overcome the lasting legal and sanitation
procedures.

- temporary use creates a good economic microclimate
Temporary uses give input to a dynamic and durable economic microclimate on the scale of the city.
They form vital networks, which test and push the boundaries of economic practices to contribute to
what is called a ‘sustainable disequilibrium’ – innovation and flexibility as the source for economy. 

- urban advantages of temporary use - changing ‘image’ of the area
The experience with recent urban extensions has pointed out the failure of mono-cultural urban
production. Municipal planners are aware of the criticisms that recent large housing projects in
Amsterdam and in Holland (Java, KNSM) have received: uniformity, monotony, lack of public space or
its commercialization, public programs and services lagging behind the development.

 



Public art on the bank of the Thames in London, by Robert Wilson

 



Temporary use is seen as a possibility to start a strong urban character and convey to the public an
attractive 'image' of the Northern Banks by bringing in a large variety of urban and public programs.
Temporary forms of living, working, culture, education and leisure can help to create the seed-bed of
urbanity of the new city in the North.

- large input currently coming from initiatives
The course of the development process at the Northern Bankss of IJ has shown, up to the present
moment, a large energy and a flow of exciting ideas coming from various initiatives. With a
coordinated approach to temporary use, this volume of energy can be channelled into the
transformation process. 
The big, ground-breaking project in this respect was Kinetic North. It has shown ways how to
facilitate and stimulate the “creativity from below”, as a base for cultural, economic and social future
of the area.

- temporary use helps strengthen the character of different areas of the
Northern Banks
As areas of the Masterplan have different dynamics of development, some of the temporary programs
would be able to change their sites during time. Larger platform for temporary use would increase its
feasibility, because moving of program would become possible.

- securing the area
Temporary uses can also help to secure areas and sites from undesired occupation after preparation
and sanitation of the ground.

 



Do you know what is the main objection to
temporary use? If, for example, you have a
building you will not pull down for 5 years,
so you can put people in – you get the
situation that the government feels that they
have to provide for another place, or that
they will have such a contract that they
would not have to leave.  It is very hard
for a local government to be strict in that
sense. We have examples of people that
obstructed the planning by staying for another
2 years.

I think that temporary use has an image
problem, too. It is identified with
‘squatters’, ‘artists’ - and that will
work against it if you can't put it in
the right perspective. It will make people
suspicious and it is very important to tackle
that. (…) Once the society sees advantages
of it the ideas change, the opinions
change. The main problem will be acceptance.
Willem van Leuven, April 2003



IV_ and WHY NOT temporar y use?:  current reser vations 

How to get rid of temporary use(r)s
The first concern is (quote) “how to get rid of temporary users”, how to ensure the temporality.
In many cases, temporary users will aim at prolongation of their status. This is partly a cultural
conditioned, too. It comes from the prevalent approach that it is the government’s duty to give
guarantees for permanent accommodation, especially those that have positive influence in their
surrounding.

Temporary use(r)s face a negative imago
A crucial problem for temporary use is (quote) - ‘it’s own image’. Amidst a large restructuring
process, with large investments and risks at stake, the general understanding of temporary uses is
based on the cliché of them being too marginal or too experimental players, hardly able to give any
positive input to a sustainable urban development. This shows the lack of knowledge on the
potentials and the wide scope of temporary uses.

Not everything should be planned
Being rooted in the welfare tradition in dealing with cultural, social, economic differences; in Holland
there is a certain dose of patronizing thinking in planning. Some forms of temporary uses, like
‘alternative’ clubs, start-up young professionals or exotic neighbourhood markets are desired. Others,
like squatting or urban nomads are often looked upon with reservation. It results in zero conflict
urbanism where experimental, alternative, youth, immigrant and other non-main stream cultures are
at the risk of being ‘levelled’ to benign cultural curiosities, urban-theme-parks. The same risk is for
planning temporary uses – it will be important to stay open for the uninvited, the unplanned to come
into the process, and to bring in it’s own terms.

Lack of expertise on temporary use
Given the sheer size of the Northern IJ-Embankment, there is a lack of coordination and a lack of
expertise on temporary use in such conditions. At present, some temporary use projects are being
carried out (some perhaps overlooked), without larger accumulation of knowledge and experience,
and without forming a larger view. There is a clear understanding among the planning and
management authorities on the Northern Banks, that such an overview and coordination is necessary.

 



MOBILE CITY

Last year we started with one initiative in the
Papaverhoek; this is an area with a number of
problems – a lot of small buildings with different
uses and activities that are legally not
permitted. The idea was to start with the site of
the former ship wharf (now just an empty lot) and
see what are the possibilities for temporary use
in the period of 5 to 10 years. When we have the
plan for the whole area finished, we will see if
we want houses or offices there. In the meantime,
something has to happen - if we leave the
situation as it is, problems will get worse.

We asked 3 project developers: ‘how can we use
this site temporarily, what kind of concepts can
we use’? After a bit of investigation, they came
up with 2 plans, but they were not exactly what we
asked for: the two companies wanted to build
permanent houses or offices. We said: ‘No,
we want to use temporary concepts, as we
don't know the future of the area’.

Than someone from the area, together with a group
of architects, came with an idea – a Mobile
city, a city we can move. The proposal was to 
build a group of houses, offices or industries



that can move from one place to another. We would
start at this one spot, to see how it works. The
buildings should form a group and be of high
quality, to provide a good image to the area.
After staying here for a while, the Mobile city
could move to another spot, and another, ... on
the whole of Amsterdam North, where land is
available. Right now these architects are
investigating how large it should be, what kinds
of buildings we can use, is there a market for it,
what are the costs? Within 2-3 weeks they will
finish their proposal.
Annelies van der Does

There are several conditions for making it
temporary. We looked at the threats and
opportunities. Several times we got reminded that
temporary use could become definitive. If it is
possible to make a plan for temporary use along
the Northern Banks of the IJ river, the whole of
the North, or even for the whole of Amsterdam; if
you can make a plan on a larger scale, then you
are sure that there is future after 5 years.
Ineke Bakker

from an interview with Ineke Bakker and Annelies van der Does, project team
Buiksloterham area (part of the Northern IJ-Embankments), April  2003



We have a lot of possibilities, and there is a
concrete, real demand, so - it must be
possible to match it. 
Just look at how this idea spreads!  Nobody
knew about the Mobile city initiative, we
didn't make any announcements and already two
people came and told us that they wanted to
live there. 
There are already inhabitants for the
idea.
Ineke Bakker, April 2003

Everyone who comes, says: ‘Oh, this is
fantastic, we feel like pioneers, we
feel that in this place nothing is
finished, everything is in development.’

Ted Zwietering, May 2002



seting up the Platform

V_ basic idea and goals 

How to create a strategic and operative framework for working with temporary use? 

The perspective of the development possibilities on the entire Northern Banks opened up recently to a
much larger scale, with the purchasing of the Shell terrain in 2003. This broadened perspective makes
also the possibilities for implementation of temporary uses significantly larger.
The platform is a proposal for a coordinated approach to temporary use(s) on the scale of
this larger area and the of Masterplan.

The ‘platform' would be linking the different areas and project teams: Shell-terrain, Buiksloterham,
NDSM, and the Cornelis Douwesterrain.  Transient programs could, through this broader setup, exist
for a longer period of time by changing their places/sites, in accordance with the dynamics of the
'permanent' development. This possibility will make working with temporary programs (but also
structures!) feasible inside the area.
Interest in and pressure for bringing transient activities to the Northern Banks already exists. It has a
very diverse character, ranging from temporary living, mobile working to various floating activities,
experimental culture and extreme sports. 

Planning with temporary use is very different from regular planning.  The major distinction of
planning for temporary use, is that it has to be sensitive to very diverse and specific initiatives,
generally coming ‘bottom-up’. Also, a plan for temporary use has to be sensitive to the local
dynamics of development at specific sites. Element of surprise and the unexpected coming from
the various initiatives are an advantage and strength of this plan. Their variety is a real character-
builder for the new urban space.

At present, numerous initiatives arriving to the Northern Banks are scattered among the various
project teams. The platform for coordination of temporary uses would already be very helpful, with
the present dynamics of events, in connecting the spatial and programmatic 'gaps' of different areas
of the masterplan.

It would help to:
.create an larger overview in development with richer spatial potentials and potentials for
programming, 
.formulate a strong strategy for temporary uses that will gradually 'bring life' to the Northern Banks
.have a well functioning organizational support for temporary use  (information, permissions,
contracts, etc)

In order to coordinate temporary use the formation of an Agency (or a workgroup) for temporary
use, linking the different teams on the masterplan level, would be the first step



Which forms of temporary use do we want and
what are our criteria? Do we opt for a village
of city nomads, or for trendy mobile offices? Which
demands do we place upon temporary users -
organization, design, imago? 
Is everybody welcome or are we going to
select and if yes, how?
Henk van Veldhuizen, email April 15, 2003

The temporary user (…) can be almost
everyone: a ‘normal’ company, an artist, an
entrepreneur, or a rebel group who needs space for
a project.
For temporary use, the user cannot be too large and
the necessary investments for it must be low – so,
it must be a small scale and flexible type of
work. 
Jaap Draaisma

At present, temporary use is always linked to very
vulnerable groups in the society. On the other
hand, why would it not be for professionals that
will come here and live for a few years? That
makes it much more interesting; it includes
all the aspects of the society in it. In that
way, it would also be making money and we
would have a whole new mechanism starting.
Peter Klomp, March 2003

It is economic diversification that is
important. (…) The key will be bringing jobs
to the cities that aren’t just for layers and
insurance executives and the like.
‘Cities and Suburbs’ A Harvard Magazine Roundtable

I had a discussion 2 months ago with some people in
the top of the market and they asked me: ‘Why don’t
you give it away to high profile art houses?’ I
said: ‘That is not what we meant’. We wanted to
bring in people with plans, starters, with a
lot of energy and a lot of endurance.
Ted Zwietering, May 2002, about NDSM hall



VI_ the character of  temporar y use for the Nor thern Banks

To bring urban life, activities and a change of the current perception of the Northern Banks (as an
out-of-city, desolated area) are highly important for any successful development of this area.  The
strategy for temporary use on the Northern Banks has to support this and should be able to translate
the idea of temporary uses into a stimulating and positive notion for a larger pubic (existing users,
investors, future inhabitants).

The vast size of the area of the Northern Banks and the (lengthy) time span of nearly 30 years
possibly involving temporary use, makes it necessary for the category of temporary use to include a
very broad range of functions.  There are many different target groups of potential temporary users -
let’s not forget that we are looking at the development with a size comparable to a city itself; not at a
'simple' case of putting temporary use into one building. 

To build a productive approach to temporary use we propose the following criteria:

- the temporary use(s) have to contribute to formation of an 'urban
ground' - transformation from an industrial area toward a mixed use
Advantage is given to temporary uses that will best support the transformation towards an urban
space and upgrade the area. 
The key is bringing in the programs that are currently 'on hold' or not (yet) allowed, diversifying and
enriching the existing programmatic character of the areas towards the desired result. 
Bringing in the temporary forms of housing and public life that are 'missing' at the moment across
the whole Northern Banks would be already testing the ground for the future.

- a broad range of uses!
In order to be able to animate the large area of the Northern Banks, the temporary program has to
offer a very wide range and correspond to all the programs that a city normally needs - 'trying-out'
for the future city.
Temporary use is a unique category, because it can prove to be economically viable, while also being
socially beneficial. In the 'try-out' city in the North, there should be room for all the segments of the
economic, social, cultural categories:
- yes to ‘trendy mobile offices’, but also yes to ‘urban nomads’
- yes to ‘high culture’ and yes to 'experimental culture', etc…
To create segregation within the category of temporary use would be a fundamental
misunderstanding of it - what is important is a balance and a (wide) range. 
Having this wider perspective on temporary use will help overcome possible problematic image of
temporary use; to the contrary, it will be very engaging and fun!

- innovative programming
As one of its main strengths, temporary use can explore possibilities of pioneering spirit and surprising
combinations of programs, that would not possible according to zoning or other rules of a 'regular'
city.  Submarine-cinema, a car-wash-bar, a supermarket-bus or just mobile-working-living units, would
become a reality and the new identity of the Northern Banks.

- the culture of initiatives should be welcomed
Platform for temporary use can give advantage and support to people and organizations who already
have ideas and plans! Through the Platform, this energy would be directed and amplified. Support is
given to 'entrepreneurship', as it stands for people who are very much interested to take responsibility
and invest time, creativity or capital, in their own environment. 
even at the present moment, initiatives bring good humour and optimistic tone the to the overall
process on the Northern Banks.

- support has to be given to architectural/spatial/programmatic innovations
In the search for temporary program and temporary constructions, an emphasis should be put on
solutions which exploit the advantages of the temporality in an innovative way – think of lightness in
construction or even environmentally innovative architecture. The pressure brought by the timeframe
or life-cycle of the temporary use can stimulate out-of-everyday solutions.





VII_ planning framework

To bring the unstable category of temporary uses closer to the stability of planning, a framework is
needed that is only partly fixed and partly open-ended.
The Municipality takes an active role, with setting the main directions - chosen programs on
strategically chosen sites. 
It also acts as a receptor and allows for surprises – it leaves space/sites for initiatives.

The planning framework for temporary use should meet with the framework of the masterplan, but it
should also be open to include various interests and needs that are emerging on the level of the city
of Amsterdam. It should connect/involve majority of actors in the process of planning of the Northern
Banks; it should be responsive to changing circumstances, market situation, etc.
Planning framework for temporary uses should be very sensitive to the oscillating development
timelines; as  that is a tool that will allow for mobility of program inside the masterplan area.

An initial period of time would be necessary to form a working team and gather the necessary
information for in order to define the planning framework for the temporary use.  The further
working-out should be focused around following elements:

1_ inventor y of  ‘gaps’  between present and future use

In order to understand the possible scope of temporary use, it is necessary to make an inventory of
'gaps' or voids in the use of spaces / buildings, between the present moment and start of the
building interventions in the future.
The purpose of the inventory is to define possible locations for temporary use – to find out what
amount of spaces will be available over what period of time during the foreseeable development, to
be able to construct a time-space diagram. 

Sites which are available throughout the Northern Banks range in character  - buildings / open air /
water; their infrastructure varies in quality and they are subject to different restrictions in use.
Users that are currently present at the Northern Banks have different forms of contracts - long lease /
rents / private ownership. 

[ Looking at the example of the NDSM terrain, most of the long lease contracts are fixed for
the next decade. The potential for temporary uses is mainly at the open-air that are empty and at
those occupied by rent contracts.
In about one year time, all the rent contracts will expire, and SDAN will start the intermediary period
which is a process of preparation for the development. This process includes several planning steps
ending with sanitation and preparation or of the ground ("verwerven, saneren, bouwrijp maken"). 
The beginning and ending of the planned physical realisation varies roughly between 5 an 35 years
from now. Between phases in realisation, some sites will be empty for more than a decade. ]
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time-space diagram

a] spatial criteria:
- plots (surface area) 
- site type: buildings / open air / water
- infrastructure per site
- special restrictions (sound contour, sensitive
neighbour,...)

b] time criteria:
- present occupation and duration of contracts:
long lease / rents / private ownership
- availability of space during intermediary period
- beginning and phasing of physical realisation
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Northen IJ-lake - An area for water related activities. Businesses will
be placed in a green environment. At the south side will be space for
a yachting harbour and a ship dock.

Cornelis Douwes terrain - Here are the large industrial buildings. This
area will keep its industrial function. It will be used more intensively
and new companies will be housed. Possible after 2025 there will be
a change in this area and will housing become possible here too.
There will be 365 000 m2 for businesses available.

D - At the Cornelis Douwesterrain numerous
business facilities have been created
recently. During the next 2 decades or more,
the area will not be subject to redevelopment
– hence leaving a marginal possibility for
(active implementation of) temporary use.

NDSM-wharf - Here one will maybe live in a tall tower, with a view
over the IJ river. This is the heart of the IJ-Embankment at the widest
part of the IJ River. The large hall of the NDSM-wharf will be there
with the culture factory of North, Kinetic North. In total there will be 5
000 houses and space for 350 000m2 of businesses and industries.

C - Defined as the core attraction area, NDSM
terrain will most benefit from temporary use
that creates public attractors in the open-air.



A - Shell terrain

B - Buiksloterham

C - NDSM terrain

D - Cornelis Douwesterrain

Buiksloterham - The central part of Buiksloterham will remain a zone
for businesses and industries. Shell will be building here its New
echnology Centre. In this area, until 2025, no additional change will

appear. In between the Klaprozenweg and the Asterweg the
businesses will remain but if possible houses will join them. The
borderline between living and working is being explored. In the future,
there will be up to 2 800 houses and 190 000m2 of businesses.

B - Buiksloterham has a lot of possibilities for
activating smaller scale individual lots. There
is room for experiments with temporary and
mobile architecture, too. The existing 'use
gaps' of Buiksloterham can already be
'inhabited', since the minimum of
infrastructure is there.

Shell-terrein - On the Shell area there will be living in high density,
sometimes in buildings up to 30 metres high. One can chose to live in
old buildings or in new buildings, urban facilities will be available. In
the future there will be 2 200 houses and space for 150 000m2 of
companies.

A - The Shell terrain will in 5 years go into
quick redevelopment. There will be two
possible scenarios for temporary use: in
existing buildings before their demolition or
through usie of public ground floors of newly
developed buildings.



Which services do we think we could or should
make? Is student housing 'solved' with a
number of sea-containers, or does it also need
streets, parking places, shops and a cafe?  
Henk van Veldhuizen, email, April 2003



2_ the different character of temporary use in 4 areas of the 
Masterplan 

In different areas of the Masterplan, there are different conditions, possibilities and ‘tasks’ for
temporary use.

- NDSM – creating active public space with temporary use
Defined by the Masterplan as the core attraction area, NDSM terrain will most benefit from temporary
use that creates public attractors in the open-air.
In the NDSM, public infrastructure together with streets, parking places and green will be laid by the
SDAN, as a preparation for the development.  In that way, it will provide and ideal condition for
temporary use.

- Buiksloterham – bringing in temporary offices/living and services
Buiksloterham has a lot of possibilities for activating smaller scale individual lots. There is room for
experiments with temporary and mobile architecture, too. At Buiksloterham, temporary use will have
a longer time span that at NDSM. Unlike NDSM, the existing 'use gaps' of Buiksloterham can already
be 'inhabited', since the minimum of infrastructure is there.

- Shell – farther future – 2 options for temporary use
The Shell terrain will be inaccessible for temporary use for the next 5 years, while the Shell Company
is still there. After that, the redevelopment will be very quick, but there will be two possible scenarios
for temporary use:  
- temporary use of existing buildings before they are demolished or re-developed and  
- temporary use of public ground floors of newly developed buildings, as a way to bring in public
programs and services simultaneously with inhabitants

- Cornelis Douwesterrain – future for temporary use remains far
The Cornelis Douwesterrain, is at present a reasonably well-functioning area with a lot of industry
and business. Numerous business facilities have been created in this area recently. During the next 2
decades or more, the area will not be subject to redevelopment – hence leaving a marginal possibility
for (active implementation of ) temporary use.

3_ spatial / programmatic strategy for temporary use on the 
North  bank 

As already stated, SDAN is in obligation to create infrastructure and public space as a part of the site
preparation, before the actual physical realization of buildings takes place. This fact can also be used
in advantage of temporary uses:

- initial guidelines for spatial framework for temporary uses:

. there would be no classical zoning of temporary uses; certain criteria for attraction/repulsion
between programs will be established

. the plan would be only partly ‘fixed’ and partly open-ended – 'like a cheese with holes'

. pilot projects are strategically chosen for the ‘fixed’ areas. They are areas of attraction and of greater
interest, such as the area around the Baanderij, for example. Within those areas, government takes
an active role.  The 'open-ended' areas would be free for proposals to land.

. the basic limitations of the plan will be determined by the time-space inventory of gaps in use. This
tool will also allow for the mobility of program.

. temporary use can leave some accumulated traces for the future. Very successful activities or
programs in public space could, with good design and planning, find a way to stay in the area, even
when it’s permanent program comes in (‘moving inside the block’, ‘jumping on the roof’)

 



ID Card of initiative



4_ navigating initiatives and ideas – program / architecture

- initiatives bring enormous variety of programs and ideas
In the few years since the Northern Banks entered its transformation process, it has attracted
numerous initiatives of a very diverse character, that bring a good atmosphere to the overall progress
on the Northern Banks
The large, ground-breaking project of temporary use has been Kinetic North; it has shown ways how
to facilitate and stimulate the “creativity from below”, as a base for cultural, economic and social
future of the area.
Some of the initiatives are unique, like the case of the huge steam ship Rembrandt, but others
connect to the large scale and complex needs generated in the central city and that continue to
create pressure on the Northern Banks. An example of this is a growing need for student housing,
but also for working space of artists. 

- how to coordinate initiatives in relation to the sites
A practical framework is needed for working with a large number of initiatives as well.
The ID Card of an initiative is a tool that contains the minimum required information on an initiative.
This information helps to link the program to possible sites that meet the requirements (in size, or
infrastructure, for instance); it also enables linking with other fixed and temporal programs to achieve
interesting groupings or concentrations of programs.

- possibilities for architectural innovations
In the search for temporary program and temporary constructions, a large field of investigation opens
up to solutions that exploit the advantages of the temporality in an innovative way – think of
lightness in construction or even environmentally innovative architecture. The pressure brought by the
timeframe or life-cycle of the temporary use can stimulate out-of-everyday solutions.
Experimenting and innovating in the field of architecture as well, would be an enormous advantage
and a 'special flavour' of temporary city on the IJ.
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initiatives list

stedelijk Museum 
- art Depot
theatre, cultural production
(Kinetisch Noord)
student housing
Botel
boedhist temple 
proeftuin - experiments in
fashion, film, design, crafts
house boats
russian submarine
rembrandt ship
stubniz boat
cruise ship
mondial mainport for craft
cocoon - renovation, exploitation
and renting of buildings
storage - from goods to building
material  sand, etc
food center, catering
nike' entertainment center
nautical museum
nautical plan for slipway - boat
rent
tourist program
crafts (theater decors)
de manie - specialized office or
service
clubbing
music events
international cherity
theater
cinema
fiets-kino
circus
kermis
flea-market
beurs (ie. oldtimers)
exhibition space (i.e. dazzledorp)
cultural/intercultural organizations
office space - design, media,
architecture, design
caffe / restaurant
sport
extreme sport
mobile homes
socal clubs (banderij)
ship building
yacht building
marina
festivals (over het ij)
special education (dasarts -
theatre education)
renting party space - event space
(makasint)
studios (music, sound)
art ateliers (smart)
small scale textile production
in buildings not ment for that
skatepark
TV studios
ICT activities

City Balooning, for NDSM east Russian Submarine Admiral X, NDSM
east

Northern beach, for Buiksloterham Container studentshousing, Keetwonen,
for XXL terrain 

Dazzle Ville, demountable exhibiton
space, for NDSM wharf

Steam vessel Rembrand, abandoned
initiative

NDSM cultural wharf (20000m2), by
Kinetisch Noord

among the realised and ongoing initiatives are. . .



Portable city, based on portable house
prototype, Siegalo office of mobile desing

Mobile home, Atelier van Lishout

Temporary villa on Stelcom plates,
duration 5 years, Almere, Benthem
Crouwel

Recycled house on poles, made out of
used household apliences, 2012 architects

Northern beach pavillion, as made at
Burning Man Festival, Nevada

Relocatable workspace, imobile, Siegalo
office of mobile desing

Office with 20 years lifetime,
made of decomposing material, Delft,
PosterAvest architects

Mobile workspace, poliester / wood,
Atelier van Lishout

Parasite roof extension, meeting and
exhibition space, Las Palmas Rotterdam,
Stuhlmacher and Korteknie 

Paper architecture, costruction out of
cardboard tubes, Shigeru Ban 

. . .  and some like these can still  happen 



How do we take care for a good ending of the
temporary use? Do we make a ‘hopping-plan’ of
temporary terrains comparable with the planning of
(temporary) inhabitants in city renewal neighbourhoods?
Or, do we take care that temporary users in the end,
find definitive accommodations? If yes, than should we
tune in our plans for that?
Henk van Veldhuizen

When I investigated the possibilities for a
competition for temporary companies, I realised that I
have to deal with a lot of building regulations. I
spoke about it with the department of building
regulations here in Amsterdam North and it came up
that you can use the rules quite well for
temporary buildings. Instead of everybody taking
initiative having to deal with it individually,
we could make some standard regulations - to
have a minimal set of requirements and rules.
Or to have standardised contracts.
Willem van Leuven

If (for example) living is not yet possible in an
area, because of the zoning regulations, the temporary
is something in-between; like housing boats that are
there more or less permanently but are not considered
as living. Temporary living can be interesting
for the area – to break away from the
regulations, so that not everyone has to wait.
And than something starts happening, as it is not just
working but also housing.
Pieter Klomp

What we are talking about is not really a question
of temporary use; it the question of a function,
which differs from the officially permitted use, which
is the use according to city regulation planning.
Temporary use, in the way Urban Catalyst uses the
word, is about filling up the transition time, which
can be decades, between one official use and another.
(…)
So, there can be a question of “transition regulation”
which can be arranged (according to Dutch law)
depending on the temporary function and the
willingness of local authorities. 
Jaap Draaisma



5_ legal framework

To fully use the potential of temporary use asks for an understanding of the special position of it in
regard to numerous legal conditions. Many regulations are set-up bearing in mind that the use is
fixed over a long period – and as such the investments needed for the implementation of these
regulations are generally based on a long-term exploitation horizon (think of environmental issues,
construction regulations etc.). It may be clear that these regulations are often out-of-proportion when
related to issues of temporary use. Temporary use may benefit from a different, lighter regime of
regulations in which both governmental authorities and the users should be able to accept a slightly
larger degree of risk than in the case of fixed use. 

Issues at stake are:

- Transition regulations – a lighter regime of regulation

A more conscious approach to the possibilities of temporary use could incorporate the valuation of a
certain ‘lightness’ of a function in relation what a regulation wants to achieve, when determining the
degree of restriction of a regulation. For several cases, the municipal authorities will have to consider
what legal regime will be applied.

To be considered is for instance an adapted set of lighter rules/regulations dealing with:

- function allocation plans (‘bestemmingsplan’) including effects of noise regulation etc.
- environmental licensing 
- (soil) sanitation rules
- fire regulations
- building permit
- esthetical regulations (‘welstand’)
etc.

- How to assure temporality?

Which legal means can be used to clearly demarcate the timeframe of the use? The ‘common
manners’ - but also laws and regulations in The Netherlands - offer a high degree of protection
towards users of space. As a result, the owner of a terrain or real estate object can face serious
difficulties to get a temporary user out after the period of time agreed. Experience with this has led to
reluctance towards temporary use. Strict agreements and interpretation of the agreements towards
temporary users in this aspect could help to stimulate the enthusiasm for handing out buildings and
terrains for use.

- Provide a set of standardised or exemplary contracts and permissions

In order to make the legal framework considering temporary uses more transparent (and use the
expertise which will be build up) it would be valuable to come to a set of standardised contracts or
exemplary contracts (‘voorbeeldcontracten’) and permissions specially engineered on the temporary
use – which can function as a basic frame for each individual case. This will both help the
temporary users as the municipality / property owner to define their position.
It is important to pay respect to the special position of each case: standardisation is intended here
more as a source of ready available examples (a bank of expertise) than prefab solutions.

 



I don't think that the government
should plan it, the same with the
Breeding Fund - contradictio in terminis.
Something happens or not. In the end the
question is – if you have a plan, who is
going to do it, invest in it?  The
proposition would be to make an
organisation that can deal with
initiatives that can help find
investors to invest in temporary use
in this area. Then it starts to get
serious…
Pieter Klomp

As a result of the bad economic prospects,
both the national and the local government
decided to heavily cut on their budgets
for 2003 and later. As a result of this
the stimulation and innovation funds will
be stopped or reduced. Beside of these
funds, there are a lot of private
‘initiatives’, cultural or stimulation
funds, both from the commercial side and
from the idealistic and private side. For
projects like these it will be important
not to depend on (national and local)
state funds only but to finds other funds
too.
Jaap Draaisma



6_ economic framework 

Many aspects of temporary use (in its function of a catalyst) aim at rather long term effects with an
indirect return of the investments. The economic sustainability will be of a different character as
compared to conventional development strategies. Also on the side of the users themselves, the
economic framework for temporary uses will have to deal with a broad range of (economic)
sustainability of the possible users.

In general it is important to understand that the short exploitation horizon may ask for an
unconventional economic strategy – where the Municipal Authorities will have to ‘sponsor’ in order to
make the exploitation possible. This will ask for further research.

Looking at existing real-case examples, there is a spectrum of possibilities:

A – Kinetic North – In this case, government initiates and stimulates the whole initiative. Through a
combined investment of central city government (Breeding fund) and the Local Municipal Authorities;
the government in the North invested in Casco. Kinetic North makes large investment in terms of
non-monetary capital: time, knowledge, ideas, networks.

B - student housing at XXL – the government is providing the lot free of charge  - investing thus in
the preparation of the ground and rent

C - developers for temporary or mobile buildings might be able to make economically sustainable
plans for temporary use; examples are currently being studied for the Buiksloterham area.

D - there are programs that are commercial, ready to invest themselves. The Buiksloterham area is a
good example with a lot of small companies, able to sustain financially.

Two additional factors are to be mentioned:

- If temporary uses can benefit in legal terms from a ‘softer’ regime of regulations, this will benefit
the economic feasibility (think of environmental investments, etc.) - lighter regimes of regulation
make economy of temporary use easier.

- Several organisations have already experience in the field of temporary use projects; it would be
useful to explore possible coalitions for development. A round of inquiries among institutions and
organizations that have already supported temporary use projects could lead to new partners – the
Municipality of Amsterdam, some cultural and educational organizations in Amsterdam, housing
corporations, etc.



How does the intake of temporary use
take place? Does everything come in over
decision makers and private networks, or do
we open an intake (desk) ourselves? Are we
active or passive?
Henk van Veldhuizen



VIII_ agency for temporar y use 
ideas,  steering & coordination 

The 'agency ‘ is an executive body, a workgroup spanning the masterplan project areas, which task
would be to moderate / coordinates all the key issues and progress of activities that relate to
temporary use.  

The main roles that the agency would have to accomplish are:

1_ active role:  initiating pilot  projects

Initiator of specific pilot projects that reflect the programmatic and spatial strategy, such as
architectural competitions for temporary buildings, competitions for programming proposals, etc...

2_ reception of  initiatives

The agency coordinates activities at the sites and 'landing' or implementation of temporary programs. 
- support for initiators _acting as info-centre. Providing informational support on all the
abovementioned topics. – design support, building shops and workshops, etc...
- library of examples _starting a database of example projects of temporary use: mobile and light
buildings, light urbanism, temporary events, etc

3_ providing exper tise

The agency also functions as a ‘desk’, which helps in dealing with the practical legal, economic, and
building aspects of temporary use. Connected to temporary use are a number of specialised issues,
such as exploitation plans, obtaining building permissions, the ‘Welstand’ committee, etc. Also, some
standardization of building regulations and contracts for temporary use will be necessary. The agency
will have a task to formulate / moderate solutions for these issues.

Thus, a body of expertise can be built up and shared among the partners: the different site managers,
temporary users, etc.

4_ moderating spatial  and programmatic strategy

Agency keeps an overview of possibilities; it sets a direction with making initial selections.

It should not work on a principle ‘first come first serve’, but a competitive element should be added.
It can work as a market or beurs of sites – allowing time for proposals to come in and choosing for
the best ideas. 
This way of working is with a larger area.

 



example project ‘Made in Tokyo’, www.dnp.co.jp/museum/nmp/madeintokyo_e/mit.html

 



IX_ communicating with the public :  building an image

- communication platform
A plan for temporary use will be a very exceptional project with a lot of room for innovation – on
architectural level with light and mobile constructions; on urban level with unique possibilities for
programming and making urban space. Further on, through initiatives, numerous individuals and
institutions will be directly engaged in realising this plan.
For these reasons, it would generate a lot of interest in public and will produce a spin-of. This will be
an important part of 'changing the image of the Northern Banks'.

- website
We propose that a part of this communication strategy is a website, where the dynamics and the
excitement of the new city will be visible and constantly updated… This would be a site where the
wide public, the inhabitants, the government and the initiative takers can meet and exchange
information.

- example communication project, see ‘Made in Tokyo’

X_ conclusion 

One could speculate that a common platform for temporary use could be needed on a level of
Amsterdam soon (1mil square meters of office space empty. At the same time, there is a permanent
pressure on residential use. 

The development of a new city on the terrains of the former shipyards in Amsterdam North is at
present a complex and turbulent process with an open outcome. A particularly interesting value of
temporary use in this process of urban restructuring is that it pioneers the city development and
points to alternative possibilities for the future.

The possibilities to engage the research in an active way towards the ongoing masterplan procedure
are currently opening up - leaping forward from the research phase to the momentum of the North-
bank re-development.

In this redevelopment process, the temporary users give initiation to and dynamics for development of
a vital cultural, economic and social environment of the Northern IJ-Embankment planning through
low(er) budget and limited duration solutions for starters and initiators from different fields.
Temporary users are testing the ground for the future city – and it is this, which could lead to an
exciting city in the North.



notes:




